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Another proof of the mean ergodic theorem. 
By FREDERICK RIESZ in Szeged. 
Von Neumann's "mean ergodic theorem" will be given a new 
short proof in the following generalized form, established by the 
author some three years ago, together with other theorems of 
the same kind, concerning function spaces Lp}) 
Theorem. Let T be a bounded linear transformation in 
Hilbert space, for which MT<L\, i. e. 17/| |/| for any element f . 
Let ft be an element, let /„= Tn'x fx and let tp„ be the arithmetic 
mean of fu .. ., /„. Then the sequence (p„ converges to a limit <p. 
More generally, 
1 % 
9<V. = - — — £ f i + <P (n—m^oo). n /71 m-t-I 
Proofs of the above theorem and of its extensions to more 
or less general spaces have been given on repeated occasions by 
several authors. In particular, it is with the proof given by GARRETT 
BIRKHOFF2) that our new argument has some features in common. 
Neither of them depends on weak compactness in spite of using 
minimal methods; in addition, both hold for any uniformly convex 
space. For sake of convenience, we write down the present argu-
ment for HILBERT space only; but it clearly may be read so as 
to embody the general case. 
Birkhoff's starting-point is the infimum of the norms ¡9R„|; 
instead, we consider the infimum n of the norm 1̂ 1 on the whole 
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convex set G of elements g of the type 
(1) g = i c, ft ( f arbitrary, c{^ 0, ^ c( = 1 ) . 
Clearly, the means <p„ and <pm, „ belong to the set G. 
In order to prove our theorem, we propose to show first 
that the sequence { 9 , } and more generally, any sequence {<?„,„} 
with n — m + oo is a minimizing sequence, i. e., and 
I <Pm.«\+/*' AS 
I ^m.nl = I Tmq>„_m\¿J I <p„_m\, 
the case of qt>m„ in fact reduces to that of 9r>„ and all we have to 
show is that for any £ > 0 , 
(2) + e 
for large N. To this purpose, let us take any element g of the 
type ( I ) with 
(3) 
and observe that the arithmetic mean tpy of g, Tg,...,T " g, 
when expressed in terms of /, and its transforms fk, differs from 
9>jv, for N > v — 1, but-in its first and last terms, of the form akfk 
with 0^.ak^]/N, 2(v—1) in number, and so clearly 
(4) |YV-9>*I ^ ^ l A K y , 
for large N. As, in addition, on account of the hypothesis A f T ^ l , 
(3) holds with Tkg instead of g and thus for the mean tp„ too, 
the inequality (2) readily follows from (4). Therefore, {<pn} and 
{9m, n} a r e minimizing sequences. 
Now, to finish our argument, we only have to recall the 
well known fact stating that for a convex set in HILBERT space, 
minimizing sequences are always convergent3). So, in particular, 
this is the case for the sequences {%„,„} which proves the theorem. 
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